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China and Taiwan hold historic talks  

China and Taiwan, agreed at historic talks to set up representative offices as soon as possible, though 

sensitive political issues like a formal peace treaty were not discussed. China's ruling Communist Party 

considers Taiwan a renegade province and has never ruled out the use of force to bring the island  

under its wing, reports Reuters (UK). China's representative, Zhang Zhijun, said the two negotiators 

could "definitely become good friends," but would need to show imagination to achieve breakthroughs. 

China keeps around 1,200 missiles pointed at Taiwan. Beijing has threatened to attack if the island ever 

declares formal independence or delays unification indefinitely, according to Arizona Daily Star (USA).  

South Sudan marks new foreign policy chapter for China  

China's efforts to help resolve the conflict in South Sudan marks a "new chapter" in Beijing's  

foreign policy that will seek to engage more in Africa's security. China is the biggest investor in South 

Sudan's oil industry, and experts have argued that Beijing's typically reserved diplomacy will have to 

keep pace with its growing business interests across Africa, reports Reuters (UK). Zhong Jianhua,  

China's Special Representative for African Affairs, facilitated communication between the warring  

parties as part of efforts to ensure the return of peace, according to Cameroon Tribune (Cameroon).  

Twenty Chinese companies to visit Zambia  

More than 20 Chinese companies from Jellin Province will visit Zambia in March to explore  

investment opportunities in agriculture, mining, tourism and the motor industries. The Jellin  

Director General for Commerce, Hongsia Cong will, lead the delegation,  reports Zambia National  

Broadcasting Corporation (Zambia). Hongsia Cong said that the investment will help Jellin Province to 

implement the “go out” strategy and it will also bring many job opportunities to Zambia, according to  

Department of Commerce of JiLin Province (China). 

China is biggest importer of cotton produced in Mozambique  

                               The Mozambican Cotton Institute reports that China imports of cotton produced in Mozambique has 

increased by 31 per cent between 2011 and 2012, reports Macau (Macau SAR). The China-

Mozambique Agricultural Demonstration Center (CMADC), a Chinese government foreign aid project in 

Mozambique, is part of a technological co-operation project there, the initial stages of which are due to 

end in April. CMADC is part of an effort to help Mozambique increase self-sufficiency in agriculture,  

according to China Daily (China). 

Spanish judge issues arrest warrants for China's former President, Prime Minister  

A Spanish judge issued international arrest warrants Monday for China's former president, Jiang  

Zemin, and, former Prime Minister Li Peng, for alleged genocide against the people of Tibet, Spain's  

National Court in Madrid said, reports CNN (USA). China protested against the orders and called on 

Spain to drop the issue and issued a veiled threat that bilateral ties might be hurt. Spain's ruling party 

also responded by seeking to limit Spanish judges' ability to hear cases against alleged human rights 

abusers around the world, reports Reuters (UK). 
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